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1 Read the text and write True or False for sentences 1–5. 
Explain your answers. 

1 Your sense of smell is much more powerful than your 
sense of taste.

 

 

2 The British company had not made any smells before 
working with France Telecom.

 

 

3 A travel company has used smells to help them sell 
holidays.

 

 

4 You must put the American gadget near your nose 
whilst playing video games.

 

 

5 Some supermarkets already produce smells using the 
same technology as video games do.

 

 

2 Read the text again and answer the questions. Use 
complete sentences.

1 How does the ‘smelly vision’ gadget work?

 

 

2 What can a museum use smells for?

 

 

3 What might happen at cinemas in the future?

 

 

4 What might happen when you are doing your 
supermarket shopping in the future?

 

 

3 Find words 1–7 in the text. Match them with the 
defi nitions A–G.

1 incorporate (paragraph B) A artificial, not real

2 gadget (paragraph C) B activate

3 link up (paragraph C) C include

4 fake (paragraph C) D delicious

5 odour (paragraph D) E connect

6 trigger (paragraph E) F smell

7 mouth-watering (paragraph E) G device

Unit 3 Reading practice

‘Smelly’ vision

A  Imagine watching a football match and being able to 
smell the grass. Or what about playing a Formula 1 
video game and having the smell of burning rubber 
in your room? Technology may soon be able to deliver 
such experiences.

B  It has been said that we often follow our noses. Our 
sense of smell is 10,000 times stronger than our 
sense of taste. Companies around the world are 
making an effort to incorporate scent into everyday 
experiences, such as watching television, playing 
video games or doing the supermarket shopping.

C  One of these revolutionary new developments is 
‘smelly vision’. This is a gadget that you plug into your 
TV and it produces smells to match the programmes. 
It does this by linking up computer software with 
a machine that produces scents. France Telecom 
has developed the software together with a British 
company which is used to creating fake smells. It has 
made smells for organisations worldwide, including 
the aroma of coconuts for a travel agency to entice 
customers to book exotic trips, and smells to 
transport people back in time at the Natural History 
Museum in London.

D  Meanwhile, an American company in Texas has 
developed an aroma-generating device for video 
games. You can put it next to a video screen or wear 
it around your neck. The technology enables the 
software code to release odours at various points in 
a game to coincide with on-screen events. Filmgoers 
may also be able to ‘smell’ the action taking place on 
the big screen, whether a character is frying an egg, 
cutting the grass, or lighting a cigarette.

E  The same technology may take over our supermarkets 
as well. Shoppers walking through the bakery section, 
for example, might trigger the smell of fresh bread or 
mouth-watering chocolate cakes.
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